
Jonah Joins 4-H

1. Adjective

2. Noun - Plural

3. Name

4. Name

5. Name

6. Name

7. Adjective

8. Adjective

9. Noun

10. Noun Starting With H

11. Adjective

12. Adjective

13. Animal
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Jonah Joins 4-H

Jonah was a Adjective boy who was interested in lots of things! He liked building Noun - Plural

out of wood, baking yummy desserts and flying model airplanes. Jonah also really liked his chickens and sheep,

which he fed hay to every morning. He knew every one of his animals and gave them names like Name ,

Name , Name and Name .

But Jonah was lonely doing all these fun things by himself. He wanted friends who he could go exploring with,

build and bake with, and who he could show his chickens and sheep to. He told his mom and dad about his

problem and they knew exactly what to do: They told him he should join 4-H!

Jonah was really Adjective before his first club meeting with the Adjective Noun 4-H

Club. He knew from his dad that in 4-H there was this thing called a pledge, and he would have to remember

what all those H's stand for. Head, Heart, Hands... and what was other one... Noun Starting with H

But Jonah had nothing to worry about! He met really cool new friends who liked the same things that he did.

Some of his new friends had hobbies and interests that he had never heard of! Like Carlos, who was practically

an expert at Adjective with his Adjective animal .

May, one of his other new friends in his 4-H club, told Jonah all about the exciting things that kids in 4-H get to

do.



She told him all about the Fair, Favorite Foods Festival, and other activities.

Jonah is so glad he joined 4-H!
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